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Goals and Motivations
Painterly rendering is a technique that takes inspiration from traditional painting, such as oil or acrylic. The main idea is to render a 3D scene with 2D strokes in image space. Creating hand made painterly animations is very time-consuming since each frame of the animation is usually obtained by adding some paint strokes over previous frames. With an automated system, a user can not only build his animation faster but can handle the temporal coherence of strokes via a frame-to-frame correspondence. In our system the strokes follow the motion of objects (as in Meier’s system [Mei96]) and faithfully represent some of their properties (depth and reflectance), while enabling the user to specify a painting style.

From scene to strokes
A For each object in the scene, we build a hierarchy of anchor points on its surface using an octree.
B At render time, we choose anchor points depending on the viewpoint and a user supplied density parameter.
C Scene attributes (such as color, depth, normal, curvature...) are rendered into G-buffers. Following a provided abstraction threshold, we filter attributes (with a Gaussian blur) to remove features smaller than this threshold.
D Scene attributes are linked to stroke attributes (color, orientation, size...) by a user specified style. For example one can use a global orientation and choose size depending on normals.

Drawing strokes
A Once we have determined a set of anchor points and stroke attributes, we draw strokes in image space.
B To remove poppings due to density and visibility events during the animation, we use a smooth transition animation.
C The user can constrain strokes to preserve underlying scene features depending on color and depth thresholds. Drawing stops when a stroke reaches a region with attributes too different from its anchor point attributes.

Results
These results show strokes adaptation to the scene, with various styles (global orientation and size on the left, following normals on the right). See how small regions of color are preserved by stroke length cutoff and how jittering emphasizes individual strokes.
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